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 by Marler   

Die Rote Bar 

"Bar, Lounge & Club"

Ring in the good times with some delicious drinks and your favorite

company at Die Rote Bar. The bar focuses on the classic bar culture along

with a cosmopolitan vision. The spacious interiors with cozy furnishings

and modern sound and light systems make your experience here more

enjoyable. Sip on to some refreshing cocktails or enjoy your favorite

beverages after an exciting yet exhaustive dance session here. Besides,

you can even celebrate your special events at Die Rote Bar, as it provides

rental services and catering facilities for the same.

 +49 911 992 8956  www.dierotebar.net/  Peter-Vischer-Strasse 3, Nuremberg

 by Lindsey Gira   

Blok 

"A Hip Hangout in Nuremberg's Altstadt"

Blok attracts a hip, artistic crowd with a fantastic lineup of live

performances by DJs, musicians and bands. The bar's setup reflects the

collective effort of a group of local artists who have transformed this

space at the heart of Nuremberg's historic quarter into a relaxed and

inviting hangout. In summer, relax with drink in the company of friends at

a table overlooking the Nues Museum across the square at a table outside

Blok. Inside, large blocks of wood have replaced the usual tables and

chairs to encourage socialization amongst the bar's varied patrons.

 +49 1726127100  blok.im/  hello@blok.im  Klarissenplatz, Nuremberg

 by marfis75   

Mata Hari Bar 

"Funky & Fun Bar"

With disco balls hanging ironically from the walls, Mata Hari Bar exudes a

great vibe. The impressive beverage list boasts of a selection of over 200

beverages. Choose from your favorite spirits like whiskey, rum, vodka,

beer or opt for a classic wine to accompany you for an evening here. If the

impressive bar menu doesn't impress you, ask the friendly bar tender to

whip up some refreshing cocktails that will entice your palate and leave

you wanting for more. Besides, there are DJ and dance nights and live

music performances to keep the energy levels always on a high.

 +49 1711949500  www.mataharibar.de/  info@mataharibar.de  Weißgerbergasse 31,

Nuremberg
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 by divya_   

BMF Bar 

"Chic & Cozy Bar"

Located right next to the BMF Museum in Sandberg neighborhood, the

BMF Bar is a bar with a classy and stylish look and an ambiance that is

intimate. Step into this bar and the first thing you will notice is the unique

setup, with cozy red vinyl-booths that are set in a line down the narrow

corridor, each illuminated by a muted-yellow lampshade. The upscale look

and feel is complemented by the premium quality alcohol that is served

here, with perfectly concocted cocktails, Franconian beer and fine wines

to choose from. Patrons can also enjoy a selection of bar snacks along

with their drinks at this bar, including pretzels, peanuts and a selection of

other items.

 +49 911 891 9100  www.bmf-bar.de/  info@bmf-bar.de  Wiesentalstraße 34,

Nuremberg
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